Abstract. Today, a largely scalable computing environment provides a possibility of carrying out various data-intensive natural language processing and machine-learning tasks. One of these is text classification with some issues recently investigated by many data scientists. The authors of this paper investigate Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, and Logistic Regression classifiers implemented in Apache Spark, i.e. the in-memory intensive computing platform. The focus of the paper is on comparing these classifiers by evaluating the classification accuracy, based on the size of training data sets, and the number of n-grams. In experiments, short texts for product-review data from Amazon 1 were analyzed.
Introduction
Data classification is an area investigated by many data scientists, with the demand for a data classification set to continue growing in the future for a number of reasons: firstly, for detecting antisocial online behavior, antisocial users in a community, or that which act strangely or even appear dangerous (Cheng et al., 2014) ; secondly, classification allows the investigation of global social and information networks to gather special knowledge derived from hundreds millions of users around the globe; thirdly, for analyzing media generated in social communities, including images, videos, sound and text, and to group users in relation to their locations, networks of friends, hobbies, activities, and professions. The main goal of text classification is to identify and assign the predefined class to a selected instance, when the training set of instances with class labels is given. Classification methods are unique data-processing features of machine learning (Alpaydin, 2010) and allows to run multi-class text-classification. Text classification into predefined classes can be recognized as sentiment or polarity analysis that indicates the emotional tone for a given content and assigns the meaning of sentiment e.g. either positive or negative. Application of sentiment analysis can be used almost in every aspect of the modern world from products and services such as healthcare, online retail, social networks, to financial services or political elections, and other possible domains where humans leaves their feedback. Organizations usually are seeking to collect consumer or public opinions about their products and services. For that, many surveys or opinion gathering technics and methods are conducted with the focus to targeted groups or by using any other information that is available. Therefore, developed concepts and techniques of informatics engineering can suggest modern solutions including sentiment analysis that explores topics such as classification with machine learning and works with collections of humans' opinions or customer feedback data expressed within short text messages, e.g. product-reviews.
The results of this investigation can be used in a variety of large scale textual data processing systems and tools, finding the optimal structures and their values to implement the algorithms, understand and predict the data to support decision making and knowledge gathering process, i.e. to classify unclassified product-review data that will help the customer to decide whether to order products and services or not.
With the intention to process text classification, firstly text corpus preparation must be considered by using special natural language processing features, such as: 1) bags of words in combination of n-grams (Zhang et al., 2010) ; 2) segmentation by separating each single word with punctuation or white space (Grefenstette and Tapanainen, 1994) , removing all stop words, such as a and the, or by making all capital letters a lower case (Daudaravičius, 2012) ; 3) stemming by reducing words to their stemma forms (Frakes et al., 1992) ; 4) term frequency by counting the frequency of words which helps to identify how important a word is to a document in a corpus 5) word embedding is transformation of words to an array of numeric values of semantic or contextual information that computer can understand.
In our research, big data-classification tasks will be completed by using the MLlib library on the Apache Spark computing platform. Apache Spark is an in-memory computing platform designed to be one of the fastest computing frameworks able to run various kinds of computing tasks. The Apache Spark project was started on May 30, 2014. The platform is an extension of Hadoop MapReduce (Gu et al., 2013 ) that supports interactive queries and stream processing. In contrast to Hadoop MapReduce, Apache Spark can run all computations in memory rather than only on disc . Such intensive in-memory computations open the door to classification methods that are effective in solving big-data multi-class text-classification tasks.
In this paper, Naïve Bayes (Manning et al., 2008) , Random Forest (Agrawal et al., 2013) , Decision Tree (Rokach et al., 2005) , Support Vector Machines (Flannery et al., 2007) , and Logistic Regression (Caraciolo, 2011) classifiers are used to solve multi-class classification tasks. So that to investigate these methods and identify the optimal number of n-grams (Cavnar et al., 1994) , and to get the best classification accuracy (Ivanov, 1972) using product-review data taken from Amazon. These methods are the most popular and accurate multi-class classification methods in the given research domain. Deep learning methods such as deep neural networks have much bigger algorithm capacities, thus we consider comparing methods that has similar algorithm capacity. Following that, artificial neural networks can train themselves and define the multi-layer relationships between features of the objects. In opposite to the classical classification methods, features are constructed by human intervention as part of separate process. Therefore, feature selection, and classification are as component parts of classical classification methods. This paper is organized as follows: section 1 presents an introduction to machinelearning technologies and classification methods that are used for text classification, section 2 describes the workflow model and feature selections, section 3 illustrates the results of experiments, and section 4 presents conclusions.
Workflow model and feature for reviews processing
Amazon customers' product-review data for Android Apps is selected for investigating . The total number of records is given by = 2638274. The customers' review fields were extracted: review text -a written customer review about the product; overall -a rating given by the customer for the product (ratings from 1 to 5 are used in this research: 1 is the lowest evaluation, and 5 is the best); helpful -presents user feedback about the quality and helpfulness of the review; summary -gives some short texts of the customer's review or subject matter. Only overall and review text data fields were used in the experiments. An example of the review text is presented below:
"AUI0OLXAB3KKT", "asin": "B004A9SDD8", "reviewerName": "A Customer", "helpful": [0, 0], "reviewText": "Glad to finally see this app on the android market. My wife has it on her iPhone and iPad and my son (15 months) loves it! Hopefully more apps like this are on the way!", "overall": 5.0, "summary": "Great app!!!", "unixReviewTime": 1301184000, "reviewTime": "03 27, 2011"}.
The data consist of different customer reviews given by = { 1 , 2 , 3 … }, where n is the total number of reviews. These reviews are classified by different customers, having a certain category assigned to the review with a rating numerical value of = { 1 , 2 , … 5 }, where ( = , where i is a class index), m is the total number of classes ( = 5) and considered as a label or class. The data class distribution in the data set is presented in Fig. 1 . To improve the classification, it was decided to split the data to equally distributed sets per each class and using the method for measuring the skewness of data (Rennie, 2003) , so that each class would collect an equal number of customer product-review records.
Fig. 1. Distribution of customers' reviews by classes
A workflow model for review processing was established to compare Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, and Logistic Regression classifiers. However, Joachim (Joachims, 1998) in his comparative work on the text classification with supervised machine learning has concluded that Support Vector Machine is one of the best classifiers, compared to that of Decision Tree or Naïve Bayes. Other authors also demonstrated the superiority of Support Vector Machine over Decision Tree, and Naïve Bayes (Dumais et al., 1998) . Later, the Support Vector Machine method was chosen by many researchers and became the most popular method for classifying texts. We decided to make a comparison and include a less investigated Logistic Regression classification method, because it is still used in practical tasks as one of the most accurate classification methods. Fig. 2 presents the workflow model for review processing that has been used in this research and highlighting the path of the best performed classification method. This workflow model is a modified version of that presented by Seddon (Seddon, 2015) . The workflow consists of four key stages:  Data extraction. The main goal of this stage is to select only the required and related data fields to process the data and optimize memory usage. This stage was carried out as follows: -Only overall and review text fields are taken from the input dataset.
-Collecting the equal number of customer product-review records in each class (i.e. skewness method).  Preparation of review texts. The main goal of this stage is to prepare review text fields for extraction of features (Fig. 2) . This stage was carried out as follows: -Tokenizing each single word by punctuation or white space. -Removing all stop words (Stop word corpus was taken from the NLTK website (Natural Language Toolkit Project)), such as a and the, stop words a and the have often been in use in any text, but do not include specific information required to train this data model. -Putting all the capital letters in a lower case. -Stemming (with Porter stemmer) and reducing inflectional forms to a stemma form. The n-gram method as a sequence of written words of length is applied to construct bags of words. It is a process to split the sentence into words and group them using a combination of n-grams. This stage was carried out as follows: -Bags of words (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams) are created from review texts that have passed previous stages, based on the selected n-gram model. Instead of building n-grams from the sentences, continuous text flow is in use. This is because the task of classifier isn't attempting to understand the meaning of a sentence, it basically creates the input to classifier with all features (tokenized terms, and term groups), classifier build the model that assigns the class as accurately as possible. -N-gram models might also include more specific properties, using apostrophes, simple word segmentation, phrases, parts of speech, etc. -These words are imported to a specially created hashing term-frequency vectorizer that counts the frequency in the set and assigns a unique numerical value for the next classification stage, as well as the weights needed for each word. In other words, a term frequency is identifying how important a word is to a review in a corpus, i.e. the key as a word and value as the number of frequency in the given review set. -The feature vector transforms words in to the numerical value represented in the integer format, i.e. the numerical value to the given word and second -the value of frequency of the word.  Classification. This stage was carried out as follows:
-Data training and testing were performed by the selected classification method using 10-fold cross-validation. -Calculating the average classification accuracy for the test data. The average accuracy formula for multi-class classification can be presented as follow (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009 ):
 where are true positive classification examples, are false positive ones, are false negative ones, and are true negative ones, is the number of classes. The classification accuracy is calculated by actual labels that are equal to predicted label divided by total corpus size in test data.
The infrastructure of data-processing cluster consists of the master with 4 vCPU and 26 GB of memory and two workers with 2 vCPU, each of them having 13 GB of memory. The infrastructure was provided in the Google Cloud Platform. The experiments were done using Apache Spark v1.6.2, Python v2.7.6 and NLTK v3.0.
Fig. 3. Composition of data sets for training and testing
Seven data sets DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4, DS5, DS6, DS7 of varied sizes were used in our experiments. Composition of a data set for training and testing is distributed like this: 90% for training and 10% for testing, and the equal number of reviews per class (Fig. 3) . Fig. 4 presents the statistics of the unique and total words (terms). All unique words are counted in comparison of all the words existing in the given data set per each class. In general, the selected text corpus has unique words that consist of less than 10% of total words and distribution of unique words has higher values in class 2 and lower in class 4. Usually, the unique words represent the given class very well, and reasonable similarities exist between 1 and 2, 4 and 5 classes. Testing 2500 5000 7500 15000 22500 30000 37500
Evaluation of the classification experiment
Training 22500 45000 67500 135000 202500 270000 337500
Reviews per class 5000 10000 15000 30000 45000 60000 75000 and Stochastic Gradient Descent optimization algorithm (Gupta et al., 2014) , and Logistic Regression with limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno optimization algorithm (Mokhtari et al., 2015) classification methods related to the classification accuracy, the number of product reviews, and combination of n-grams. The classification methods were used with their default parameters that are configured in Spark v1.6.2 MLlib library, except the number of features, trees and depth -these were customized according to the size of the data and limitations associated with the use of computing resources. The findings indicate that the Logistic Regression multi-class classification method with the given data of product-reviews is the best (min 32.43%, max 58.50%) classification accuracy in comparison to the analyzed classifiers. Logistic Regression multi-class classification method is less stable method as the values of average classification accuracy are spaciously distributed in comparison to other methods. 
Conclusions
The comparison of Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, and Logistic Regression methods for multi-class text classification is presented in this paper.
The findings indicate that the Logistic Regression multi-class classification method for product-reviews has achieved the highest (min 32.43%, max 58.50%) classification accuracy in comparison with Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Decision Tree, and Support Vector Machines classification methods. On the contrary, Decision Tree has got the lowest average accuracy values (min in trigram: 24.10%, max in uni/bi/tri-gram: 34.58%).
The experimental results have shown that the Naïve Bayes classification method for product-review data achieves 1 -2% higher average of classification accuracy than the Following the comparative analysis, it can be indicated that the overall classification accuracy in combination with uni/bi/tri-gram models increases the average of classification accuracy, but these values are insignificant as compared with the unigram model of all classification methods.
The investigation indicates that increasing the size of the training data set from 5000 to 75000 reviews per class leads to insignificant growth of the classification accuracy (1 -2%) of Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machines classifiers. These results show that a training set size of 5000 reviews per class is sufficient for all analyzed classification methods, and classification accuracy relates more to the n-gram properties.
